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Indiana PTASP Overview

• Indiana has 18 transit systems subject to final rule 49 C.F.R. Part 673
  • Two have opted to draft and certify without INDOT assistance
• INDOT providing technical assistance
  • Working with Kelly Shawn, RLS Associates
• Early and consistent communication
Indiana PTASP Overview

• May – Email Introduction
  • Asked 18 systems to answer 3 questions
    • Does your agency plan to opt to draft and certify your own plan?
    • Is your agency currently implementing FTA’s Safety Management System (SMS)?
    • Had your agency designated an Accountable Executive and Safety Officer?

• July – Conference Call
  • Transit Systems and MPOs participated
  • RLS Associates gave high level overview of the PTASP template
  • Provided additional resources: FTA template, webinars and link to upcoming workshop
Indiana PTASP Overview

- September 10
  - In depth training over FTA’s PTASP template
    - Available in person in Columbus, IN or via webinar
    - Led by Kelly Shawn, RLS Associates
- Fall/Winter
  - Monthly Q&A calls
  - In person meetings at transit agencies if necessary
Indiana PTASP Overview

• March 31, 2020
  • Drafts due to INDOT
  • This allows time for review and revisions if necessary

• July 2020
  • Final certification

July '19
• Intro conference call
  • Led by Larry Buckel, INDOT and Kelly Shawn, RLS

Aug
• FTA workshop in Chicago

Sept
• Training in Columbus, IN
  • Webinar also available

Oct-Feb
• Bimonthly (or monthly if needed) conference calls

Mar
• Drafts submitted to the state for review

July '20
• Certification complete